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A B S T R A C T   

Background: Blepharospasm is a debilitating focal dystonia characterized by involuntary eyelid spasms that can 
be accompanied by oromandibular muscle involvement (Meige’s syndrome). Frequently observed abnormality in 
functional neuroimaging hints at an important position of the thalamus, that relays involved cortico-basal 
ganglia-cortical and cortico-cerebello-cortical circuits, within the abnormal network in blepharospasm. 
Objective: To characterize abnormal cortico-thalamic structural/streamline connectivity (SC) patterns in the 
disease, as well as their potential co-occurrence with abnormal subcortico-thalamo-cortical projections using 
diffusion tractography. 
Methods: Diffusion imaging was obtained in 17 patients with blepharospasm (5 with mild lower facial involve-
ment) and 17 healthy controls. Probabilistic tractography was used for quantification of SC between six cortical 
regions and thalamus, and voxel-level thalamic SC mapping as well as evaluation of the thalamic SC distribu-
tions’ topography by center-of-gravity analysis was performed. Post-hoc, correlations of SC with clinical pa-
rameters were evaluated. Further, white matter integrity was investigated within representative segments of the 
dentato-thalamo-cortical and pallido-thalamo-cortical tract. 
Results: Connectivity mapping showed significant reduction of right (pre)motor- and left occipital-thalamic SC, as 
well as a topographic shift of the left occipital-thalamic SC distribution in patients. Significant positive corre-
lation of occipital-thalamic SC with disease severity was found. Post-hoc analysis revealed significantly reduced 
mean fractional anisotropy in patients within the dentato-thalamo-cortical trajectory connecting to right (pre) 
motor and left occipital cortex. 
Conclusion: Abnormal occipital/motor SC provides evidence for dysfunction of the thalamus-relayed visual and 
motor network as a key aspect in the disease. Concurrent impairment of microstructural integrity within the 
dentato-thalamic trajectories targeting those cortices hints at cerebellar contribution.   

1. Introduction 

Blepharospasm is a frequent focal dystonia characterized by 
disabling involuntary blinking and eyelid spasms leading to functional 
blindness in its most severe form (Valls-Sole and Defazio, 2016). In up to 
50% of cases additional involvement of contiguous muscles mainly in 
the oromandibular region may occur, then labeled Meige’s syndrome 
(Berman et al., 2020; Pandey and Sharma, 2017). First-choice 

symptomatic treatment is regular local botulinum toxin A (BoNT-A) 
injection into overactive muscles (Colosimo et al., 2010). While dystonia 
has traditionally been described as a disorder mainly caused by altered 
basal ganglia function, the common view of the pathophysiology has 
shifted in recent years towards the interpretation as a network disease. 
Beyond the basal ganglia, such network concept includes sensory and 
motor cortical areas, thalamus, cerebellum and brainstem (Mascia et al., 
2020). Clinical dystonia is thought to result from dysfunctional 
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interaction of the networks’ brain regions, possibly with weighted type- 
associated involvement (Jinnah et al., 2017). In blepharospasm, retro-
spective studies/case summaries on its acquired form report lesions with 
thalamic involvement with considerable frequency, followed by basal 
ganglia, brainstem, and other lesions within the above network 
(Khooshnoodi et al., 2013; Mascia et al., 2020). Past functional neuro-
imaging studies conducted in the idiopathic form frequently and 
consistently observed abnormal thalamic activation (Baker et al., 2003; 
Emoto et al., 2010; Murai et al., 2011; Obermann et al., 2008; Suzuki 
et al., 2019; Suzuki et al., 2007). Accordingly, supported by its role in 
relaying (among others) the cortico-basal ganglia-cortical and cortico- 
cerebello-cortical circuits (Conte et al., 2020; Jinnah et al., 2017) that 
display abnormal functional connectivity (FC) profiles in blepharospasm 
(Jochim et al., 2018a; Ni et al., 2017), the thalamus has been proposed 
as a potential key hub in the blepharospasm network (Mascia et al., 
2020). Yet, it remains to date ultimately unknown if the projections 
between thalamus and cortex within such proposed network are 
abnormal in idiopathic blepharospasm. The present study therefore 
aimed at elucidating the structural connectivity pattern between thal-
amus and cortex in the disease. We hypothesized to observe bilateral 
alterations of thalamic connectivity in projections involved in sensori-
motor and/or visuomotor processing (i.e. (pre)motor, somatosensory, 
posterior parietal, occipital) that are discussed dysfunctional in the 
disease, without assumptions regarding directionality. We were further 
interested if potential findings were accompanied by impaired white 
matter integrity in ascending projections from basal ganglia and cere-
bellum that are relayed via the thalamus. 

2. Materials and methods 

2.1. Participants 

Seventeen patients (PAT; age 62.2 ± 10.7 years, male/female 10/7) 
and 17 age- and sex-matched healthy controls (CON; age 62.4 ± 10.2 
years, male/female 10/7) were investigated. Twelve patients suffered 
from isolated blepharospasm. Five had mild additional involvement of 
the lower face mimic/orbicularis oculi muscles not requiring treatment 
(i.e. Meige’s syndrome). PAT were recruited from the movement dis-
orders outpatient clinic of the Department of Neurology, Klinikum 
rechts der Isar, Technical University of Munich. Diagnosis had previ-
ously been made by a movement disorders expert neurologist. All par-
ticipants were right-handed (Oldfield, 1971), with no relevant structural 
abnormalities on MRI by neuroradiologic evaluation (see supplement 
for further inclusion/exclusion details). All patients received regional 
periorbital BoNT-A injections in regular intervals (Table 1); MRI mea-
surements were performed prior to the next planned BoNT-A injection 
after the effect had waned. The study protocol was approved by the local 
ethics committee (https://www.ek-med-muenchen.de). Written 
informed consent according to the Declaration of Helsinki was obtained 
from all participants. Patients were videotaped to assess disease-related 
impairment using the Jankovic Rating Scale (JRS), an external rating of 
symptom severity and frequency, calculated as sum score from ratings 
between “0′′ (no symptoms) to “4” (severe or very frequent eyelid 
spasms) (Jankovic and Orman, 1987). The rater (B.H.) was blinded to 
neuroimaging analysis results and treatment status. Further, patients’ 
subjective impairment was evaluated using the Blepharospasm 
Disability Scale (BDS). In this questionnaire, the patient is asked to rate 
the functional impairment in eight specific situations of daily life, 
resulting in a sum score of 100% (no impairment) or lower (Lindeboom 
et al., 1995). Thirteen of the 17 PAT had been previously examined 
using resting state fMRI reported elsewhere (Jochim et al., 2018a). 

2.2. MRI data acquisition and preparation 

Acquisition. Data were acquired on a 3 T Achieva MRI scanner 
(Philips, the Netherlands) with an 8-channel head coil. Software for data 

analysis is detailed in supplemental table s-1. 64-gradient direction 
diffusion tensor MR images were acquired using a cardiac-gated single- 
shot spin-echo echo-planar imaging sequence (echo time = 92 ms, (heart 
rate-dependent) repetition time = 11–22 bpm, b-value = 1400 s/mm2, α 
= 90◦; field-of-view = 232 × 232 mm; voxel size = 1.81 × 1.81 × 2 
mm3; 66 axial slices without gap, 2 b0 total, (heart rate-dependent) 
overall scan time 30–36 min). Participants’ heads were fixed with 
foam pads to minimize risk of motion artefacts. To further reduce mo-
tion risk in view of relatively long scan durations owed to cardiac gating, 
image acquisition was divided into two separate runs of 32 diffusion- 
weighted images each. Additionally, a high-resolution 3D gradient- 
echo T1 for anatomical reference, and a 2D FLAIR (for neuroradiolog-
ical evaluation) were acquired. 

Preparation. Diffusion MRI data from both sessions were concate-
nated, corrected for motion/eddy current-induced geometrical distor-
tions, and for susceptibility-induced distortion aided by information 
from the aligned anatomical scan with upsampling to a voxel size of 1 
mm isotropic (Irfanoglu et al., 2012; Leemans and Jones, 2009). Proper 
alignment of diffusion and anatomical scan was visually checked inde-
pendently by two experienced neuroscientists (A.J./T.M.). Data quality 
control included visual checks of structural data integrity and of fitting 
residuals, evaluation of motion, and of voxel outliers of the diffusion 
tensor fit (table s-2). For probabilistic tractography preparation, FSL’s 
bedpostx was applied to model two crossing fibers/voxel after automatic 
voxel-wise determination of the number of crossing fibers (Behrens 
et al., 2007; Jbabdi et al., 2012; Jenkinson et al., 2012). T1 scans were 
tissue-segmented using CAT12 for use in tractography and morpho-
metric control analyses (see supplement for details) (Gaser and Dahnke, 
2016). 

2.3. Seed-based probabilistic tractography mapping of thalamic 
connectivity profiles 

Probabilistic tractography (henceforth ‘tractography’) was per-
formed as implemented in the FSL probabilistic fiber tracking tool 
(probtrackx2) to reconstruct the probable diffusion trajectories between 
the prefrontal, motor/premotor, (somato)sensory, posterior-parietal, 
occipital, temporal cortices and the thalamus separately for each 

Table 1 
Demographic and clinical characteristics.   

Dystonia 
patients (n =
17) 

Healthy 
controls (n =
17) 

p- 
value 

Age, years (mean, SD) 62.2, 10.7 62.4, 10.2  0.951) 

Sex (male/female) 10/7 10/7  1.02) 

TIV, cm3 (mean, SD) 1421.2, 105.5 1478.9, 110.3  0.131) 

Disease duration, years (mean, SD) 9.24, 6.51 –  
Light sensitivity (yes/no) 14/3   
Treatment duration, years (mean, 

SD) 
6.74, 6.72 –  

Interval since last treatment, weeks 
(mean, SD) 

12.4, 1.79 –  

Treatment doses, MU (mean, SD) 
-Onoabotulinumtoxin (Botox®, 7 
patients) 

43.00, 13.88 –   

-Incoboutlinumtoxin (Xeomin®, 3 
patients) 

66.5, 9.97 

-Abobotulinumtoxin (Dysport®, 7 
patients) 

162.86, 31.94 

Blepharospasm Disability Scale 
(median, IQR / mean, SD)b 

0.48, 0.24 / 
0.51, 0.23 

–  

Jankovic Rating Scale 
(median, IQR / mean, SD) 

5, 3 / 4.35, 
2.74 

–  

Demographic and clinical characteristics of orofacial dystonia patients and 
healthy controls. Statistical between-group comparisons of demographic char-
acteristics were conducted using 1)t-tests and 2)Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney tests. 
SD = standard deviation; IQR = interquartile range; MU, mouse units; y = years; 
h = hours; TIV = total intracranial volume; m = male; f = female. 
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hemisphere in the native space of each participant (Behrens et al., 2007; 
Behrens et al., 2003a; Behrens et al., 2003b). All regions of interest 
(ROIs, figure s-1) were derived from the Brainnetome atlas parcellation 
(Fan et al., 2016), that provides detailed structural/streamline (SC)- 
based brain segmentation making it suitable for this purpose. Cortical 
ROIs were defined in accordance with previous similarly conceived 
studies in line with known connectional anatomy (Jones, 2007; Nair 
et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2010). Some of those studies had investigated 
connectivity profiles of the posterior-parietal and occipital lobe either 
separately (Behrens et al., 2003a; Giraldo-Chica et al., 2018) or in 
combination (Nair et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2010). We opted for the 
separate approach to discriminate potential parietal and occipital find-
ings in light of previous functional neuroimaging observations of both 
abnormal connectivity profiles of occipital cortices at rest (Jochim et al., 
2018a), and abnormal occipital activity in task activation studies related 
to blinking (Baker et al., 2003; Nguyen et al., 2020) or visual processing 
(Suzuki et al., 2019). The thalamic target ROI comprised the entire 
thalamus including the corpus geniculatum mediale et laterale. Trac-
tography was performed in the respective participant’s native space and 
all required ROIs/masks registered accordingly applying the inverse 
transformation parameters derived from (linear and nonlinear) regis-
tration of the anatomical scan to Montreal Neurologic Institute (MNI) 
standard space (Behrens et al., 2003b). Trajectories were seeded from 
the grey-matter-white-matter interface (5,000 streamlines/voxel) of 
each cortical seed ROI and separately for each hemisphere as done in 
other work (Nair et al., 2013), anatomically-constrained to the ipsihe-
mispheric white matter. Exclusion masks were set to eliminate potential 
fiber propagation through brainstem/cerebellum/basal ganglia. Trac-
tography was performed using standard parameters and loopcheck 
(curvature threshold 0.2, maximum number of steps 2000, step length 
0.5 mm, subsidiary fiber volume threshold 0.01). Distance correction 
was applied to account for the fact that connectivity distribution drops 
with distance from the seed mask. 

The above tractography procedure generates voxel-wise probabili-
ties of an existing path between the cortical seed ROIs and the thalamus 
(used as waypoint target ROI) in each hemisphere in each subject as a 
surrogate measure of white matter connectivity (Behrens et al., 2007; 
Jbabdi and Johansen-Berg, 2011; Zhang et al., 2010). To enable inter- 
subject comparability, those voxel-wise connection probabilities in the 
individual streamline density maps were normalized by the total num-
ber of valid streamlines in each individual tractography (“waytotal”), 
taking into account inter-subject variabilities including differing ROI- 
sizes and the use of exclusion masks (Zhang et al., 2010). Then, these 
voxel maps containing the information about the normalized connection 
probability (structural/streamline connectivity) for each cortical seed 
ROI were registered to standard space for identification of thalamic 
areas exhibiting group differences, and for correlation analyses. 

2.4. Topographic evaluation of thalamic connectivity profiles 

To additionally evaluate for potential topographic differences in 
thalamic SC distribution patterns, we extracted the distribution’s center 
of gravity (CoG) as a surrogate marker for each cortical thalamic SC 
profile (prefrontal, motor/premotor, (somato)sensory, posterior- 
parietal, occipital, temporal) in each subject. The CoG (with SC values 
substituted for mass in this situation) for a given thalamic SC distribu-
tion is a 3D space coordinate that is calculated as the weighted average 
of the coordinates of all voxels in that thalamic SC distribution (Behrens 
et al., 2003a). The CoG therefore is (by contrast to the maximum coor-
dinate) representative of the overall intra-thalamic spatial connection 
pattern with the underlying cytoarchitecture. The measure has been 
demonstrated to relate both to underlying histology and to function in 
SC-based analyses, and has been applied as in previous tractography- 
based analyses of subcortical/cortical SC patterns (Anwander et al., 
2007; Bertino et al., 2020; Devlin et al., 2006; Johansen-Berg et al., 
2004). 

2.5. Post-hoc evaluation of cerebello- and pallido-thalamic fiber integrity 

For cortices with abnormal group thalamic SC profiles, we evaluated 
the microstructural integrity within the efferent sections of cortico-basal 
ganglia-cortical and cortico-cerebellar circuits that are relayed via the 
thalamus. Details are outlined in the supplementary methods. In brief, 
we applied a previously employed anatomically-constrained tractog-
raphy approach to reconstruct the dentato-thalamo-cortical tract 
(DTCT) and the pallido-thalamo-cortical tract (PTCT) in each partici-
pant, respectively seeding from either the contralateral dentate area in 
the cerebellum or the ipsilateral pallidum to the grey matter-white 
matter interface of the respective cortex of interest. Resulting pro-
jections were thresholded across a number of commonly used connec-
tion probability thresholds. Tracking through bottleneck sections and/or 
fibre crossings along the tracts’ courses in the narrow brainstem may 
technically bias SC values and affect spatial accuracy of subsequent tract 
reconstruction (Jones, 2010; Mangin et al., 1996). We therefore focused 
on the analysis of FA as reliable measure of white matter integrity as 
sensitive and (especially in the subcortical domain (Luque Laguna et al., 
2020)) reliable measure of fiber integrity in a representative tract 
segment. Accordingly, mean FA was extracted in the native space from 
the tract segments across thresholds (see figure s-3), averaged, and 
screened for potential group differences. 

2.6. Statistical design and control analyses 

The primary statistical analysis focused on the detection of local (i.e. 
voxel-level) between-group differences in thalamic SC. Statistical anal-
ysis was performed applying nonparametric permutation testing ac-
cording to the Freedman-Lane approach (5,000 permutations) with 
threshold-free cluster enhancement (TFCE) (Salimi-Khorshidi et al., 
2011; Smith and Nichols, 2009), family-wise error (FWE) corrected for 
multiple comparisons at the voxel level (Holmes et al., 1996; Winkler 
et al., 2016; Winkler et al., 2014). Beyond avoiding assumptions on data 
distribution, TFCE is robust to non-stationarity requiring only minimal 
pre-smoothing, and avoids arbitrary cluster-forming thresholds (Eklund 
et al., 2016). To maximize statistical power, the corresponding left and 
right-hemispheric normalized connectivity maps for a given cortical ROI 
were analyzed in combination. Analyses were masked to include only 
voxels with an average relative connection probability greater than 10% 
for a given projection (Giraldo-Chica et al., 2018). Probability maps 
were slightly pre-smoothed (4 mm Gaussian kernel) to minimize noise. 
Results were deemed significant surviving Bonferroni-adjustment for the 
total number of analyses performed (pFWE(TFCE) < 0.05/6). To aid 
interpretation of results from a descriptive standpoint, we additionally 
characterized the ipsihemispheric cortical SC profile of those thalamic 
voxels showing significant between-group difference across all study 
participants (see supplement/figure s-2 for details). Further, abnor-
malities in topography mirrored by differences in the centers of gravity 
of the thalamic connectivity distributions as surrogate marker were 
tested for significant GROUP × COORDINATE interaction effects using multi-
variate ANOVAs (factors: GROUP, COORDINATE; variates: CoG coordinates 
for a given cortical ROI in each hemisphere) at a corresponding 
Bonferroni-corrected significance-level of p < 0.05/6. Significant results 
were followed by separate two-way ANOVAs for each hemisphere (p <
0.05/2) with planned simple effects analyses to look into differences at 
the coordinate level, adjusted for the 3D space (p < 0.05/3) (Fisher, 
1992). Co-occurrence of significant topographic shifts with local SC 
abnormalities in the primary analysis were followed up with a between- 
group comparisons of the average SC within the thalamic ROI for further 
characterization (Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test, p < 0.05) (Mann and 
Whitney, 1947). 

Second, post-hoc secondary exploratory analyses were conducted for 
further characterization of significant results in the primary analysis. (i) 
Potential group differences in microstructural integrity by FA within 
representative segments of the probable trajectories of the DTCT and 
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PTCT were investigated (Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test, p < 0.05). (ii) 
Correlations with three clinical parameters (disease severity by JRS and 
BDS, age at onset) were calculated (Spearman’s ρ, p < 0.05/3) 
(Spearman, 1904). 

3. Results 

3.1. Thalamic structural connectivity mapping 

SC mapping (Fig. 1) revealed a significantly reduced left occipital- 
thalamic SC in PAT (x|y|z = -16|-30|8, tTFCE = 102.04, pFWE(TFCE) =

0.001, cluster size = 192 mm3). Further, right motor/premotor-thalamic 
SC was reduced (x|y|z = 14|-12|8, tTFCE = 88.79, pFWE(TFCE) = 0.007, 
cluster size = 8 mm3). The descriptive reverse tracking control analysis 

Fig. 1. Results of the thalamic SC mapping 
analysis in blepharospasm/Meige’s syndrome 
patients and healthy controls, displayed in 
neurological convention in standard (MNI) 
space. Section A: Individual group results of 
the thalamic connectivity mapping for each 
of the six investigated cortical regions of in-
terest in each hemisphere. Colorbar indicates 
percent overlay of trajectories across partici-
pants in each group at an average connection 
probability threshold of 10%. Section B: Sig-
nificant local SC group differences found for 
the motor/premotor and occipital SC distri-
butions (pFWE(TFCE) < 0.0083 (0.05/6). Sec-
tion C: the corresponding results of the 
topographic analysis calculated from the 
unthresholded thalamic SC distribution’s 
centers of gravity (CoGs) as surrogate 
marker. Asterisks highlight significant dif-
ferences. PAT, dystonia patients; CON, 
healthy controls; L, left hemisphere, R, right 
hemisphere.   
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from these significant voxels indicated that the (pre)motor thalamic 
cluster was mainly connected to the supplementary motor, dorsal pre-
motor area and motor cingulum. The occipital thalamic cluster had 
rather distributed occipital connectivity profile with emphasis on 
cuneus, lateral/superior occipital cortex and the parieto-occipital sulcus 
area (fig. s-2). The amount of grey and white matter within the thalamic 
ROIs did not differ between groups (Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test, total 
intracranial volume (TIV)-normalized volumes; all z<|0.98|, all p >
0.34). Average thalamic SC values were not associated with the amount 
of thalamic grey and white matter (all ρ<|0.12|, all p > 0.51). 

3.2. Topographic evaluation of thalamic SC profiles 

Group comparison of CoGs revealed a significant GROUP × COORDINATE 

interaction effect for the occipital thalamic SC distribution (F4,192 =

3.81, p = 0.005) attributable to the left hemisphere (F2,96 = 8.29, p <
0.001, partial η2 = 0.15), indicating a group topographic difference in 
the left occipital SC distribution (Fig. 1/table s-2). Simple effects anal-
ysis suggested this was owed to a medio-superior CoG shift in PAT (x/y/ 
z-axis p = 0.0021/0.43/0.012; Fig. 1). Adjunct between-group analysis 
of mean left thalamic occipital lobe SC within the thalamic ROI - con-
ducted in light of the co-occurrence of local SC and CoG abnormality - 
showed a significant mean SC reduction in PAT consistent with the 
voxel-wise main analysis (z = -2.78, p = 0.0047). This indicated that the 
local difference observed in the main analysis was not explained by the 
shift in CoGs. Otherwise, no significant differences were found. 

3.3. Post-hoc exploratory evaluation of occipital/motor cerebello- and 
pallido-thalamic fiber integrity 

Post-hoc evaluation of structural integrity in representative segments 
of the DTCT and PTCT revealed significantly reduced mean FA in PAT 
within the probable DTCT trajectories connecting to the right motor/ 
premotor (z = -2.29, p = 0.022, effect size r = 0.39) and left occipital 
cortex (z = -2.13, p = 0.033; r = 0.37; Fig. 2), and no significant group 

differences for the PTCT (all p > 0.16, all z<|1.43|). 

3.4. Post-hoc correlation of abnormal occipital/motor thalamic SC with 
clinical parameters 

Average SC of voxels within the occipital thalamic SC cluster showed 
a significant moderate positive correlation with the JRS-based grading 
of disease severity by blinking frequency and spasm severity (ρ = 0.58; p 
= 0.014), but not with BDS-defined disease-related impairment (ρ =
-0.34, p = 0.18). No significant correlation with age of disease onset, and 
no significant correlations for the motor/premotor thalamic SC cluster 
were observed (all ρ<|0.33|, all p > 0.20). 

4. Discussion 

The present study showed reductions of left occipital and right 
motor/premotor thalamic SC in patients with blepharospasm. Mapping 
of the thalamus according to its probable white matter connections has 
previously been applied in several neurologic/neuropsychiatric diseases 
with suspected thalamic involvement (Giraldo-Chica et al., 2018; Nair 
et al., 2013). Work in the healthy suggests that such diffusion imaging- 
based mappings of grey matter structures show spatial similarity to 
underlying histology (i.e. accordingly connected areas) (Jbabdi and 
Johansen-Berg, 2011), yet we emphasize thalamic mappings as per-
formed here do not generate individual hard anatomical segmentations/ 
labels of the single thalamic subnuclei (Clayden et al., 2019). The 
thalamic (pre)motor SC distribution in the present study was centered in 
the ventral (anterolateral) thalamus while the one generated from oc-
cipital projections was centered in the posterior thalamus. This is 
consistent both with previous studies (Behrens et al., 2003a; Giraldo- 
Chica et al., 2018; Nair et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2010), and with the 
broader spatial distribution of thalamic nuclear areas accordingly 
involved in the processing of these modalities. Further, an additional 
reverse-tracking control analysis across participants confirmed a pre-
dominant link of significantly abnormal thalamic (pre)motor and 

Fig. 2. Results of post-hoc reconstruction and group comparison of the probable trajectories of the dentato-thalamo-cortical tract (DTCT) and the pallido-thalamo- 
cortical tract (PTCT) targeting the left occipital and the right motor/premotor cortex respectively. Upper panel: Overview over subcortical sections of reconstructed 
projections (for more extensive depiction, see supplemental figure s-3). For visualization purpose, images were thresholded to show voxels shared among at least 4/ 
34 participants at a connection probability threshold of 5%. Lower panel: Results of the group comparison of average FA in representative tract segments, visualized as 
box plots (maximum whisker length = 1.5*IQR), with grey diamonds indicating single values. Asterisks marks significant (p < 0.05) group differences in the 
nonparametric statistical analysis. PAT, dystonia patients; CON, healthy controls; FA, fractional anisotropy; L(H), left hemisphere; R(H), right hemisphere. 
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occipital voxels with the (pre)motor cortices (especially right supple-
mentary motor, dorsal premotor area and motor cingulum), and occip-
ital cortices respectively (with some emphasis on cuneus, lateral/ 
superior occipital cortex and the area around the parieto-occipital 
sulcus). 

Based on our information, a specific analysis of thalamic SC profiles 
using connectivity mapping has not been undertaken before in dystonia. 
In the healthy, the thalamus is a key integrative hub, gating both 
ascending pathways (from periphery, brainstem nuclei, basal ganglia, 
cerebellum) as well as distinct cortico-cortical projections (Guillery and 
Sherman, 2002; Hintzen et al., 2018; Hwang et al., 2017). In our work, 
(pre)motor SC was found reduced in the right thalamus. (Pre)motor 
thalamic projections mediate cerebellar and basal ganglia control of 
cortical excitability/surround inhibition and cortical plasticity that are 
considered defective in dystonia, ultimately leading to motor overflow 
(Quartarone and Hallett, 2013). Previous resting-state fMRI in a subset 
of participants of the present work hinted at potential modulation of FC 
between ipsilateral cingulate/supplemental motor area and right thal-
amus by BoNT-A, though directionality remains unclear (Jochim et al., 
2018a). We further observed reduced left occipital thalamic SC. 
Regarding functional abnormality in occipital cortices, early event- 
related functional MRI studies hinted at abnormal involvement in pri-
mary/and or associative visual cortices within an abnormally activated 
visuomotor network related to simple blinking tasks (further including 
anterior cingulum, primary motor cortex, basal ganglia, and superior 
cerebellum) (Baker et al., 2003). Recently, increased activity in the oc-
cipital associative cortex (in addition to increased primary somatosen-
sory, motor cortical and cerebellar activity) has additionally been 
demonstrated during reflexive blinking (Nguyen et al., 2020). While 
increases in visual input interruption in blepharospasm (mirrored by 
disease severity) and the resulting reduction in quantitative visual input 
are assumed to lead to reduced relative visual cortex glucose metabolism 
over time as secondary phenomenon (Suzuki et al., 2019), it remains to 
date unclear if quantitively comparable visual input is processed 
differently in the disease. The observation of anticorrelation of increased 
occipital cortex activity during reflexive blinking with disease severity 
may hint at a context-related dimension of functional abnormality in the 
occipital cortices. Further, seed-based FC in the eyes-closed resting state 
indicated decreased cerebellar and basal ganglia FC to the occipital as-
sociation cortices that were equally not explained by disease-related 
impairment (Jochim et al., 2018a). Our observation of occipital- 
thalamic SC supports a role of thalamus-relayed projections with re-
gard to these described functional occipital abnormalities seen in the 
disease. 

Interestingly, occipital thalamic SC reduction in our study was 
relatively less pronounced in more severely affected patients. Previous 
functional neuroimaging studies indicated that thalamic activity in-
creases with disease severity during various tasks (Murai et al., 2011; 
Suzuki et al., 2019). Yet, the multimodality (motor, multi-sensory) of 
processed information in these paradigms together with the fMRI tech-
niques’ limitation to identify the underlying process makes direct de-
ductions regarding our present finding difficult. Information relayed via 
the thalamus to the occipital (or other) cortex undergoes modulatory 
influence from the cortex it is projected to, as well as from other higher- 
order brain areas and/or from thalamic nuclei/interneurons (Guillery 
and Sherman, 2002). This may indicate that our observation could 
reflect the presence of either a maladaptive, or a broken-down 
compensatory process. As diffusion imaging cannot discern function-
ally distinct fiber subpopulations within the occipital radiation, this 
warrants further research on thalamus-related network dynamics in the 
disease. 

Altogether, the observation of structural occipital and motor cortical 
thalamic dysconnectivity supports a role also of the thalamocortical 
segment within the dystonia network. Such notion would fit well with 
observations in limb dystonia suggesting that abnormal microstructure 
within motor thalamocortical (and not corticostriatal) pathways may 

determine the limb phenotype (Vo et al., 2015). Given the limitations 
inherent to neuroimaging, we cannot discern if the observed thalamic 
abnormality is of causative or compensatory/adaptive nature. The 
thalamus functions as a hub that relays and converges, but is also 
modulated by its afferences (Aumann, 2002; Hintzen et al., 2018; Kaas, 
1999; Silkis, 2001) making it subject to complex influences, and trac-
tography cannot provide information on fiber directionality (Behrens 
et al., 2003a). Further, it remains to date unclear if altered connectivity 
as observed here is determined by a differing number of axons, affection 
of myelinization, axon spreading or other reasons. 

An intriguing new observation was an additional topographic shift of 
the left occipital thalamic SC distribution in patients. While topographic 
shifts of functional body-part representations within somatosensory 
cortices have consistently been demonstrated across other forms of focal 
dystonia and discussed as an indirect correlate of maladaptive plasticity 
demonstrated in electrophysiological studies in focal dystonia (Neychev 
et al., 2011), this has to our knowledge to date not been the case for 
blepharospasm, the thalamus or the visual sensory modality using 
neuroimaging. The observation of abnormality in the visual sensory 
modality is conceptually congruent with early observations during 
thalamic micro-stimulation indicating reorganization of sensory 
thalamic maps in upper-limb dystonia as a potential contributor to 
overflow of muscle activation (Lenz et al., 1999); yet, the question may 
arise why thalamic SC abnormalities were not identified for somato-
sensory cortex connections in the present study. In light of a less 
prominent clinical involvement compared to the visual system in 
blepharospasm, a reduced sensitivity of our approach in detecting those 
changes compared to visual sensory abnormalities (e.g. possibly owed to 
a less pronounced structural aspect of thalamic reorganisation in the 
somatosensory domain) may be conceivable. 

To explore the potential co-occurrence of our occipital/ (pre)motor 
thalamic findings with microstructural abnormality of major thalamic 
afferences originating from cerebellum and basal ganglia - both assumed 
to play a key role within the dystonia network concept (Jinnah et al., 
2017) - we conducted a planned secondary analysis investigating the 
microstructural integrity of the thalamus-relayed dentato- (rubro)-tha-
lamo-cortical and pallido-thalamo-cortical trajectories (Aumann, 2002; 
Hintzen et al., 2018; Kaas, 1999; Silkis, 2001). This secondary analysis 
indicated abnormal microstructural integrity mirrored by FA reduction 
within the DTCT connecting the dentate (via the thalamus) to the right 
(pre)motor and left occipital cortex, that had both displayed thalamic SC 
abnormalities in the primary analysis. Given the inherent limitations of 
neuroimaging, further experimental studies may be needed to clarify if 
such coherence indeed translates into interactions at the histological 
level. While work in hereditary dystonia with cranial involvement re-
ported cerebello-thalamic tract abnormalities (Argyelan et al., 2009; 
Jochim et al., 2018b), tractography studies are to date sparse in idio-
pathic blepharospasm. One ROI-based diffusion study in blepharospasm 
found abnormal cerebellar FA but did not perform tractography (Yang 
et al., 2014). Though our observation is intriguing, confirmation in 
follow-up studies is warranted given this evaluation of DTCT and PTCT 
constituted a secondary analysis. 

In our study, we did not observe bilateral abnormality of occipital 
and motor projections. The descriptive nature of neuroimaging studies 
limits direct inferences regarding the underlying causes of such later-
alization, that are frequently observed also in clinically bilateral forms of 
dystonia including blepharospasm. We emphasize that our observations 
naturally do not preclude bilateral abnormality, as sensitivity for any 
neuroimaging finding may be influenced by factors on such as meth-
odological aspects, varying magnitude of the underlying effect (also as 
consequence physiological or disease-related asymmetries), or other. 
From a methodological point of view, a comparatively small number of 
the subjects examined may have led to limited sensitivity and was owed 
to the fact that in addition to focal dystonia being a rare disease, the MRI 
study eligibility is even more narrowed down due to the increased age of 
onset in this form of dystonia compared to other types (accompanied by 
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an increased prevalence of relevant cerebral lesions and concomitant 
diseases). With regard to a potential relationship of structural laterali-
zation with anomalies in lateralized functional networks, the inferences 
from structural imaging on their specific embedding in such functional 
networks are inherently limited. To provide some perspective regarding 
reported hemispheric lateralization in function networks of potential 
relevance in the disease, right motor lateralization has been observed in 
studies on cerebral lesions impairing eyelid function and neuroimaging 
studies in volitional and spontaneous blinking (Hanakawa et al., 2008; 
van Eimeren et al., 2001; Yoon et al., 2005). Left occipital lateralization 
is seen during left-lateralized complex task- and attention-dependent 
visual processing, and left lateralized functional occipital abnormality 
has been reported across previous fMRI studies in blepharospasm (Jiang 
et al., 2019; Kerrison et al., 2003; Nguyen et al., 2020). 

5. Conclusion 

Altogether, thalamic occipital and (pre)motor structural dyscon-
nectivity with the cortex support the concept of abnormal sensory (vi-
sual) processing and dysfunctional ascending motor control via the 
thalamus within the pathologic network in blepharospasm. Secondary 
findings suggest concurrent microstructural abnormalities of the 
respective cerebellar afferent projections routed through the thalamic 
network node. 
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